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Abstract 
ln the past years, computer-assisted methods have become more and more accepted in the 
fields of orthopaedic surgical treatments. This trend has been encouraged by the need I 
more automated and digitized forms of aids to be used in the operation th ater and als to 
assist pre-operation planning. Surgeons have Jong practiced using exhaustive methods 
and now seeking other tools to enhance their skills which will hopefully reduce traumas 
and produce better post-surgical outcomes. 
The emergence of high performance computing and graphics hardware changed the way 
medical data were analyzed. The development of virtual medical unulat rs bas allowed 
healthcare providers to practice procedure without reaJ dire consequence and establish 
skills, standards, and optimizations before actual urgcry. An ideal medical imulation 
system will integrate the component of vi ualization, automated m del generation, 
surgery simulation, and surgery assistance into one system. 
This thesis project aims to meet the e criteri n in <level ping a sy tern pecifically 
designed for implant fitting procedures in the human femoral anatomy. Three- 
dimensional models acquired from pa t researche will be manipulated u in the 
softwares Ocomagic Studio Version 5.0 and Rhinoccro 3.0 to build a custom-fitted 
implant model, which stri es t be beneficial to the surgery procedures, as well a the 
partic inv lved; m dical practiti ncr and patient alike. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to The System 
Chapter Outline 
This chapter will discuss the general overview of the system which contains problem statement, 
objective of the system project scope and also the project chedulc, The ·e wiJI introduce the u ser 
to the system and empha ise on the importance of the system. 
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1.0 Introduction 
Computer-aided surgery procedures are becoming commonplace in today's world, as trends 
toward geometrically precise and minimally invasive surgery accelerate. These trend ar chi n 
by the desire for better clinical results, lowering overall costs throu h shorter ho. pita! sta , 
shorter recovery times, and need for repeated surgery. 
Advances in medical imaging technology such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI), combined with the advances in computer-based image processing and 
modelling capabilities have given physicians the ability to visualize anatomic structures in live 
patients and to use this information to improve diagnosis and treatment planning, A number of 
systems have been developed for various forms of neurosur ical procedures, orthopaedics, 
opthalmology, craniofacial surgery, and otolaryngology, among others. A common characteristic 
of these systems i that they rely on p iti n sen ing during the urgical pr cdure t enhance th 
surgeon's ability to manipulate surgical instruments very precisely and to accurately execute a 
plan based on 3D medical images. By combining human judgement with machine precision, 
such systems permit a surgeon to perform critical surgical tasks better than an unaided surgeon, 
and enable him/her to do other tasks that c uld not be done at all R.H. Taylor et al 1996). 
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1.1 Problem Statement 
(i) Patients have been exposed to risk of infections, repetitive or even total failure surgcri • 
using the current trial-and-error approach in orthopaedics. According to R ckwo d and 
Green's The Adult Hip (Fourth Edition), surgeon have to do the mca uring f the femur 
bone on the operation table, and repeatedly try lo insert the implants iu lh hope I 
achieve an exact fit. This method also includes removing some amount of the bone 
surface from the front, end and back of the femur if the implant cannot be tted properly. 
(ii) The financial cost of an implant insertion procedure and the post-operative treatments 
may increase as some patients need to undergo repeat or corrective surgeries. 
(iii) As financial cost increases, so does the time taken to perform the surgerie and for the 
patients to fully recuperate. 
(iv) The femur possesses a rich vascular supply. Therefore, major blood-los into the thigh is 
present in most ca cs. 21 ut of 53 patient required blo d tran fu i u as the estimated 
blood-loss is around 1200 ml. If a sur eon is not cautious when insertinz while inscrtin 
the implants, severe damage could occur in the blood ves els and result in delayed 
healing or even worse, paralysing the thigh and knee movements (Rockwood et al, 1996). 
(v) A present method of simulating femur implant ur ery i by u in ynthetic b ue . 
Medical students and urgeons conduct trial surgeries by cutting the c ynthctic bone. 
and fixing implants on them. This technique is con idcred u cful but how ver, proves to 
be expcn ivc ince the nc ar n n-r u able and it u ually take hour f practice to 
achieve the required kill urina and A. ourin). 
(vi) Mo t implant are currently manu a ·turcd in suropean c unt ics, tailor ·d to meet the 
physicat/auat mica! need f aucasiaus. Aim how r, 111 diff·r·nt letal 
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structures where the lateral groove and lateral epicondyle are curvier compared to 
Caucasians'. This phenomenon is contributed by the Asian lifestyle where the peopl do 
a lot of squatting and bending activities in their daily tasks. 
With the emergence of advanced technology in computing, it is fair to justify the fact that it j 
unnecessary and no longer acceptable to put patients, time, or fi manci I at ri k. his can be a 
cbieved through thorough mode1Jing, studying and understanding all aspects of a problem 
regarding an orthopaedic surgery procedure. The US National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) has found that computer modelling, simulations and virtual reality 
techniques would be the solution to hinder such constraints. 
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1.2 Project Overview 
This project will concentrate on the lower extremity of a human femur bone and a ur 
implant called the metal femoral component (to be fitted on the condyle). Pa I re e 1 h 
have been based on these specimens whereby 3D model f the femur bone h, been 
reconstructed using techniques such as Rapid Prototyping from CT and MRI ima 
A B 
Stage 1 Stage l 
Acquiring of medical images 
(CT, MRl) 
Acquiring of implant model in 
point cloud form 
(Laser scanning, Probing machine) 
tage 2 
,. 
Stage 2 
2D image processing 
(segmentati n, filterin , etc) 
r 
Reverse engineering 
(Resurfacing, modeling) 
tage 3 
3D femur bone model 
reconstruction 
Final Stage 
Image/model renderin r 
imulati n f implant fitting) 
Figure l.1 Proce · of buildin~ tt F mur lmf)lnnt Jfitting 'imulutor 'y tem 
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With reference to figure 1.1, this research is divided into two parts; Part A dedicated to the bone 
modeling processes and part B to implant modeling. 
• Part A 
Stages I to 3 has been carried out by past researches, which involv d data acqui ition t 
30 modeling of the femur bone. 
• Part B 
This is the most integral part of this thesis whereby the physical implant model was 
scanned using laser technique and the data has been saved into the point cloud format 
( • .asc) in Stage 1 . The project will initially start off with applying the reverse engineering 
processes on the implant data, to obtain its surface and do the necessary filtering. The 
resurfacing process will be carried out using the software eomagic Studio Ver uon 5.0. 
Then, the product from Part B - Stage 2 will be combined with the femur bone model from Part 
A - Stage 3 in developing the final tage, which is to cu tom fit the implant to the individual 
features of the bone anatomy. This will be carried on the Rhinoceros 3.0 platform. 
The advantage of the system is that not only will it be able to reduce post-operative trauma , but 
also allows users to learn through the graphics, and later on practice repeatedly on how to 
achieve the best fix for each fracture, without involvin a live patient. 
Further explanation of this procedure will be included in the system design and implementation 
chapter. 
14 
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1.3 Project Objectives 
(i) To reduce financial and time cost 
As discussed in the problem statements section, current n11:~U1od of orthopaedic surgery 
imposes the threat of high financial and time cost. With the aide of computer simulation 
the actual procedure would take a minimized required time, hence less ns finan i l 
burden. 
(ii) To ease work burden 
The responsibility of carrying out a perfect surgery is very tedious whereby surgeons 
have to measure and cut/drill the femur repeatedly to ensure exact fit of the implant. This 
system may contribute to a les tiresome approach. 
(iii) To produce a system with good quality 
The system must be able to demonstrate a consistent and high quality output when 
running the simulation. As the pccirncn for thi thcsi arc limited, a perfect output 
would enable further elaborations or upgrading towards various variables and able to be 
used on any type of bone size or implant-type. 
(iv) To produce a system with high accuracy 
If tbe system is able to accurately simulate real-time pr cedure the more reliable it i t 
be actually implemented in an actual surgery. This i important to avoid trauma and 
complications in fitting the implant into the femur bone. Un
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1.4 Project Scope 
(i) The simulation will only involve a specific adult human femur bone and one metal 
femoral component implant. 
(ii) The simulation process will combine the tools included in Gcomagic 5.0 and Rhinocer s 
3.0 as some features are not available in one software as in the other. Thcr fore, the 
softwares will complement one another. 
(iii) This system will concentrate on the femur condyle and its implant, but not on the 
complementing tibial implant which in real situation would work as a unit.. 
16 
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1.5 Project Schedule 
The first phase of Simulation of Implant Fitting In The Femur Bone project started in 
June 2003. It has been initialised by the prob] em statements, objectives and scope 
definition which will eventua11y lead to the system design stage. The details of project 
schedule are illustrated in the Gantt chart, figure I .2 as follows: 
. 09 Jun '03 23 J\Jf'l '03 07 Jl.d '03 
SW S T M F T S WIS 
21 JU '03 
M F T 
- 
T i.~k NM'1ft Ourmtnn !=\ti.rt rlr1l'1.h ! Pr ftd r ,,_ .. sr« !'< 
~ Pt nnlng 3wks M<!n 16IOSI03 Fri 04I07I03 
2 Literature and existing systems review Swks Mon 0:711J71D3 Fri 15Al61D3 1 
3 Methodology ~echnlque decision 2wks M(,ri 1 BI08I03 Fri 29Kl8J03 2 
4 [!! Requirements dectslon 1 wk Mon 11 I08103 Fri 15.00/03 
5 System design 2wks Mori 181D8AJ3 Fri 29.()8.()3 4 
Figure 1.2 : Gantt hart of Pro ·ect chedule 
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Table 1.1 below explains in detail about each activity that has been mentioned in the 
Gantt chart. 
Activities ubsectien 
Planning 
Literature and existing system review 
Methodology I technique 
Requirements decision 
System design 
• Problem statement 
• Objective definition 
• Scope and restriction definition 
• Thesis and paperwork review 
• Existing system review 
• Existing system demonstration 
• Survey on techniques 
• Selecting the best and suitable 
technique 
Studying the chosen technique • 
• Draft requirements specification 
• raft design pecification includes 
user input, output, procc mg 
• Programming tools survey 
• Design decision 
• ist of all modules 
• efine u er input and output 
• Data flow diagram 
Table I. I : Project activities 
18 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
Chapter Outline 
This chapter reviews the anatomy of a human femur bone and the fracture-types associated with 
it; and how reverse engineering, 30 modelling and simulati n arc correlated. There are also 
reviews on some of the current existing systems which are similar to this thesis project, as well 
as comparisons between the software that can be u ed to develop it. Thi chapter will act a a 
guideline on how to develop the actual sy tem ba ed on the existing systems and the specified 
specimen. 
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2.1 Femur Bone Anatomy 
Epiphyru 
Pit for --- Liaament 
Attaclunmit f• 
r:):I.-- Glutem JIWimu 
Foramtnfm 
Bloodmsel 
•: ,. 
F oraman for Diaf]lysis 
Bloodnml 
' '.~ . 
I 
I . \ 
(a) (b) 
igure 2.1 (a) : Anterior urfu of the ri ht f mur 
Figur 2.1 (b): Internal tructur •of th· femur 
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The human femur bone is the longest and strongest in the skeleton with a shape that is almost 
cylindrical in the greater part of its extent. In the erect posture, it inclines gradually downward 
and medial-ward approaching the lower part, for the purpose of bringing the knee-joint near th 
line of gravity of the body. The degree of this inclination varie in different per on , and is 
greater in the female than in the male, which is contributed by the greater breadth of the pelvi. m 
the former. The femur is divided into three part, a body and two extremities : 
Figure 2.2 : Upper extremity of right femur viewed from behind and above 
• The upper extremity (proximal xtremity, Figure 2.2) 
Presents for examination a head, a neck, a greater and a lesser trochanter 
i) The head ( ap111 femori ") 
Globular in hape, is directed upward, medialward, and a little forward, the 
greater part of it convexity being above and in front. I surface i mooth, coated 
with cartilage in the fre h tate which gives attachment t the Ii amentum tore . 
ii) Th n k ·01/11111 femoris) 
rm ct. the head with th b d , and f rmin a wide an rle penin • medialward 
with th latter. In an adult th' nc · forms 011 an rle fob ut 12 • with the b dy 
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but this may vary in inverse proportion to the development of the pelvis and 
stature. There is also a difference in the formation between a male and female. In 
a female, it forms more nearly a right angle with the body than it doe in a male. 
The neck has two surfaces, anterior and posterior, and two border , sup rior and 
inferior. 
iii) The trochanters 
These are the prominent processes which afford leverage to the muscles that 
rotate the thigh on its axis. They are categorized into the greater and lesser 
trochanters : 
The greater trochanter 
Large, irregular, quadrilateral eminence. lt is situated at the junction of the 
neck with the upper part of the body. It has two surface (lateral and medial) 
and four border (superior, inferior, anterior, and p sterior) 
J.- The lesser trochanter 
A conical eminence, which varies in size in different subjects. It projects from 
the lower and back part of the base of the neck. The borders arc cla ified as 
medial, lateral and inferior. 
• The body or shaft ( orpus femort 
The b dy i aim st cylindrical in f rm, a little broader ab c than in the centre, a well as 
broadest and flattened fr m bef re backward bel w. Three b rde r arc present t .cparatc 
three urf ace which are the p t ri r linea a p ra medial and Int ral, 
22 
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Figure 2.3: Lower extremity of right femur viewed from below 
• The lower extremity (distal extremity, Figure 2.3) 
This region of the femur bone is larger than its upper extremity. It is almost cuboid in 
form, and consists of two oblong eminences known as the condyles. 
(Henry Gray, 1918) 
23 
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2.2 Fractures of the Femur 
I Femoral fractures in human I 
I 
Shaft Distal 
(Supracondylar and Intercondylar) 
Proximal Midshaft Extra - Intra - 
Third articular articular 
Isolated 
\ Distal Third \ Condylar 
Figure 2.4 : Types of fractur in the femur bone 
According to figure 2.4, fractures in the human femur bone can be primarily classified into two 
categories, shaft and di tal. -ractures in the emur shaft are mainly created by violent f rce 
(comminution). This may lead to life-threatening instances such a open wound, fat emb lism, 
adult respiratory distres syndrome or resultant multiple organ failure. thcr m jor physical 
impairment could al arise, th u h n \ functional lo s (a the femur i the stron ie t human bone 
and possesses a well-vascularized , thick envelope of muscle that pr mote rapid fracture 
healin ). 
i tall uprac nd Jar ractur . tr • tho\1 ht t b ·nus •d b a int londin • with vnrus/val •u. or 
r tati nal un • ir pati nts tit· injur t pi ally ccurs a er hi zh-cner ,y trauma related 
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to motor vehicle accidents. In the case of older patients, fractures frequently occur after a minor 
slip and fall on a flexed knee, and worsen with conditions of arthritic or osteoporotic bone. 
For this project, I will focus mainly on the fractures of the condylar (knee). 
Fractures of the knee are subdivided into three major categories, extra-articular intra- 
articular and isolated condylar. Factors that influence the fractures include: 
• Degree of displacement 
• Direction of displacement 
• Amount of displacement 
• Degree and amount of comminution 
• Extent of soft tissue injury 
• Associated neurovascular injuries 
• Magnitude of the joint involvement 
• Degree of osteoporosi 
• Presence of multiple trauma 
2.2.1 Mechanism of Injury Which Lead to Fraction 
i) High-energy injurie uch as motor vehicle accident aut -pede trian accident , falls 
from height and gunsh t wound . 
ii) Le er degrc , of trauma but can still fracture a femur with patholo tic bone. 
iii) Fati ue failure 
A rare cau l cared in the pr imal r mid hnfi area . Mainly occur. in military recruit. 
under 1oi111 a mark .d and prol n red incr u. in ph si 11 n ·tiviti . 
2 
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iv) Physical fitness, such as running (accounts for most fractures), triathlon events and 
aerobic dancing. 
(Rockwood et al, 1996) 
2.2.2 Preferred Operative Treatment of the Knee 
Comminution is a sign of a high-energy injury. The fractures are associated with a greater blood- 
loss into the thigh with open-fracture wounds and may lead to systemic complications such as fat 
embolism (Rockwood et al, 1996). 
The goals of operative treatment of supracondylar femoral fractures are anatomical alignment, 
stable internal fixation, rapid mobilization, and early functional rehabilitation of the knee. 
Internal fixation of these injuries is difficult. Fixation unquestionably produces the greatest 
chance for an excellent result, but complications after i u e can also produce the poorest results. 
Incorrectly performed osteosynthesis is almost alway worse than nonoperative treatment. 
The operative techniques are complex, and it is essential to have complete sets of instruments 
and implants available, as well as experienced surgical, nursing, and physiotherapy staff. J f the e 
criteria are met, there are several strong indications for operative treatment: 
• Displaced intra-articular fractures 
• Patient with multiple injurie (to permit early m bilization) 
• Most pen fractures 
• Associated va cular injurie requmn repair 
• Severe ipsilateral limb injurie ic, pat llar fractures, tibial plat au fractures) 
• Maj r a ' iul id n •u Ii tarn nt injurie · 
• Irr .du .iblc fracture 
26 
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• Pathologic fractures 
Relative indications for internal fixation include the following: 
• Displaced extra-articular supracondylar femoral fractures 
• Marked obesity 
• Advanced age 
• Fracture around a total-knee replacement 
Contraindications to fracture fixation include: 
• Active infection 
• Severely contaminated open fractures (type IIIB) (acutely) 
• Massive comminution or bone loss 
• Severe osteopenia 
• Patients with unstable multiple injuries 
• Inadequate facilities 
• Inexperienced surgeons 
In isolated closed, di placed supracondylar fractures that require surgery, internal fixation should 
be performed within the first 48 hours. If surgery is delayed for more than 8 hours, the patient 
should be placed in tibial pin traction. 20 to 30 lbs of traction is required to reduce supracondylar 
fractures in adults. Once length and alignment arc restored, this weight can be decrca ed. 
2.2.3 The Kne lmplnnt 
The knee i c n ider d a a hin 'C j int because its ability to b md and strai thtcn like n hinged 
d r. l J w er, it i much m re mp!' in r nlit h icnu: th · sm fo ·. a tuull r JI nnd tlide a.' 
the nc b nd . l he ir st impl mt l i n' used th' hin e n 'Pl and literally included ~ 
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connecting hinge between the components, but newer ones have recognized the compl exit of 
the joint and attempt to replicate more complicated motion and 1.0 lake advantage of th 
posterior cruciate ligament and collateral ligaments for support. 
The implant componenis are divided into three: 
i) femoral component 
This metal part curves around the interior of the thighbone and has an interior groove 
so the kneecap can move up and down smoothly against the bone as the knee bends 
and straightens. Some posterior stabilized designs have an internal post with a 
circular-shaped device (cam) that works with a corre ponding tibial component to 
help prevent the thighbone from sliding forward too far on the shinbone when the 
knee i bent. 
ii) tibial component 
A flat metal platform with a polyethylene cushion. 
iii) patellar component 
A dome-shaped piece of polyethylene that duplicates the shape of the kneecap 
anchored to a flat metal plate. 
The selection f implant f r a particular ur 1cry depends on fact r · such as the patient' a •c, 
weight, activity level and health. 
1 he on truct i n f the implant 11111st be tn u int a ic uni. Th0 metal part · arc u. ually made of 
titanium or ch bait/ ·r 111iu111- n. ed allo s nnd th· plu 'tic pmra arc mode of ultra-hi th-den ity 
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polyethylene. All together, the components weigh between 15 and 20 ounces. However, it 
materials must meet criteria such as: 
• Biocompatible; can function in the body without creating a local or systemic rej cti n 
response. 
• Their mechanical properties must be strong enough to take weight bearing loads and 
flexible enough to bear stress without breaking. (Materials recommended are such as 
titanium, cobalt/chromium-based alloys, and ultra high-density polyethylene.) 
• They must be able to retain their strength and shape for a long time. (American Academy 
of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 200 I) 
Metal 
femoral 
component 
Figur • 2. S: Femoral component 
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Metal tibial 
component 
Figure 2.6: Tibial Component 
Polyethylene insert 
Figure 2. 7: Polyethylene cushion insert 
Patella 
component 
Figure 2.8: Patella component 
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The tibia, with its 
new polyethylene 
surface, and the 
femur, with its new 
metal component, 
are put together to 
form a new knee 
joint. 
Figure 2.9: Implant fi ation of the knee 
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The main focus of this project as stated in the introduction section is building a system which 
does the simulation of implant fitting in the femur. However, the process of. imulari n is n t 
feasible without initially going through the process of modelling in 3.0. 
2.3 A Brief Overview of JD Modelling and Its Relation to Medical Operation Planning 
Current advances in computer and imaging technologies have made it possible to generate 3D 
reconstructed images in a short period of time, using routine clinical radiological data (Images 
acquired from CT scans or MRI are usually used as a foundation for constructing a 3D model in 
assisting a medical surgery procedure). ach image is then pre-processed to reduce noise, 
followed by the process of segmentation and finally, surface reconstruction to convert the 20 
image slices into a 3D surface model. Even before the technology of virtual simulation emerged, 
these 3D models themselves have been found t be tremcnd u ly helpful prior to carrying ut a 
medical surgery. The advantages of 30 modelling (especially in surgery planning) can be 
described as follows: 
• Multiple views, detail views, and cut away views can be easily generated from the model 
(Griffins, 1996). 
• Models can be used in animations, rapid pr totyping, omputer Integrated Manufacture 
(CIM), or run through any number of de i n optimization application ( riffins, 1996). 
• 30 modellin > all w e pcrimentati n with perspective, flare, viewinu an 'le, and lighting 
to achieve the ma rimum visual impression ( riffin , 1996). 
• Allow t turcs t be mapped to the urfaccs of bjccts pr vidin l a further level of 
realism c difficult t 1 ihic c through illu 'trntion l iflin.', 199 > • 
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• 3D reconstruction allows the visualization and deciphering of complex anatomi al 
organizations that cannot be perceived on 2D images (Banzere el al, 2002). 
• It offers new possibilities for diagnostics and preoperative plannin ,., hence encouraging 
the manufacturing of individual implants (Babisch et al, 1998). 
• The newer technologies in 3D image visualization seem to solve the problems of the 
conventional X-ray technology caused by inexactly-defined magnification factor and 
bone morphology(Babisch et al, 1998). 
• These models open up new findings partly already used in practice (Babisch et al, 1998). 
2D 30 
Advantages • Simple routine diagnostics • 
(taking radiograph in 20) 
• Simple data analysis 
• Simple comparisons I 
quality control on the 
postoperative radiograph 
• More favourable cost- 
benefit relation 
Precise description of 
anatomical structures 
• Precise determination of 
implant size 
• Analysis of joint 
movement is po siblc 
• Coupling to navigation or 
perarion robot 
Disadvantages • Missing spatial 
de cription of the 
anatomical structures 
• Determination of implant 
size only with tandard X- 
ray technology 
• To date n coupling t 
navigation or operati n 
r bot 
• More complicated 
diagnostics (primary taking 
radiographs, secondary 
/MRT) 
• More complicated data 
analysi (time 
c nsurnption) 
• No routine comparison f 
30 planning and peration 
result p toperative T n 
rout foe 
Table 2.1 : ompnri. on b •fw 'en 21) op rutinn 1>1 umin • (011bj. ·bet al, J9' 8) 
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Figure 2. IO : ompari on of 2D planning (a), with JD pl nning (b) with optimal 
joint reconstruction (Habisch et al, 1998) 
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2.4 Reverse Engineering 
Reverse engineering refers to the process of reconstructing 30 NURBS urfacc m del fr m 
basic point and polyline input data. Although many manufactured objects are now defined on the 
computer using some type of 30 modelling software, those outside of the company that 
manufactured the part may not be able to obtain the existing geometry on the computer. The 
geometry might be needed for product repair or some other purpose such as constructing an 
over-sized sculpture of a car. 
There are three steps in the process of reverse engineering: 
• Step l 
Using an input device or technique to collect the raw geometry of the object, which is 
usuaJiy in the form of (x.y.z) points on the object relative to some local coordinate 
system. 
• Step 2 
Using a computer program to read the raw point data and to convert it into a usable form. 
• Step 3 
Transfering the results from the reverse engineering software into some 30 modelling or 
application software so that the desired action on the geometry can be performed. 
2.4. l I ue That Relate to Rever c Engineering 
i) Size of the object to be digitized 
This will affect the type I di 1itizing device u red. ome input devices can be 
repo iti n d t be able I handl ' Jar er · · ts but 11s r 1 have I b c ncerned ab 111 
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the potential loss of accuracy. Related questions are how much space around th 
object do you have to work with and what are the environmental conditions? 
ii) Level of accuracy 
Not much of accuracy should be expected. Although the digitizing device used might 
be very accurate, users are only collecting data at discrete points. These disjoint 
points must then be curve-fit or surface-fit to create a usable 3D model. The fitting 
process is where most of the accuracy errors are introduced ( the accuracy of the input 
device may not be the accuracy achieved for the usable computer model). 
iii) How the data will be used 
If we just want to recreate the basic shape of an object for use in fast-moving, 
dynamic simulation, then the accuracy is not critical and we would want the data size 
of the final 3 D model to be small. If the 3 model is not going to be used for 
construction or repair purposes, only the 30 polyhedron form is needed. Otherwise, 
the raw data needs to be converted to a different 3D modelling form, such as NURBS 
surfaces. 
2.4.2 JD Input Device for Reverse Engineering 
i) Electro-Mechanlcat Measuring Arms 
Consist of multi-jointed mechanical arms with a mcasurin point (t uch probe) where 
the fingers would be. The arm i pulled and rnea urin ' p int tip is po sitioncd n the 
object. A butt n i clicked \ input the point po ition of the m asurernent tip. 
Alth u th the. d n mrat input mu b • t ·di 11,' and th · izc of the 
bjc ·t is limited th' ran C Cf' th' 11\C •htlni \I arms. 
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ii) Point Triangulation Devices 
Relatively low cost or home-made devices that use two separately located measuring 
tapes or calibrated wires that are connected to a pointing "wand' . The p intin I' wand 
is extended, pulling the tapes or wires, and placed on the object. This type of device 
are often used on objects that are too large for other 3D input devices. 
iii) Scanning Devices 
Non-contact devices which transmit various types of signals (laser,white light, 
radiation, sound waves, etc) to determine distances. They collect an enormous amount 
of point data in a semi-random fashion. The point data could be organized in 
consecutive cross-sectional cuts or be in a fairly random form called a point cloud of 
data. 
iv) Photogrammetry 
Uses cameras to photograph an object from everal directions, then read into the 
computer in bit map or raster form. Special software is used to align different raster 
photographs and calculate points on the object. 
2.4.3 Rever e • nginecring oftware 
Special purpose rever e engineering program may have many to I for performing general 30 
shape manipulation, but their main f cu i on the proce f c nvertin raw p int data fr m the 
input devices into a more usable polygon or NURB urface repre entati n with the lea t l s f 
accuracy. The final c inputer m dcl d c not pa xactly thr u h all f the raw input data 
point . Thi' ma happen f r a p ly, 11 model 11t th raw th1ta u ly c er nuuchos the exact 
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needs of a NURB surface model and the accuracy is less. The processes that occur in an R ~ 
software are as follows: 
i) Read the raw point data into the program. 
ii) Clean up the raw data. Extraneous or obviously wrong points are thrown away. We also 
might need to eliminate excess points in flat areas of the object. 
iii) "Wrap" the cloud of points with 3D, connected polygons. If the point cloud covers 
several objects, the user of the software may have to split the point cloud into smaller 
sections before using the polygon wrapping capability. 
iv) The object, now covered in polygons, must be skinned or fitted with NURB surfaces. 
NURB surfaces have many nice properties, but their major drawback is that they are 
rectangular in nature. This does not mean that they cannot be stretched into almost any 
shape. 1t just means that to achieve a good NUR urface fit to an object, the digitized 
object needs to be broken into a collection of rectangular-like areas. The more non- 
rectangular the areas, the less accurate the fit will be. Some reverse engineering 
programs try to convert the polygon model to a NURB modeJ automatically and some 
require user guidance. This is a trade-off; the automatic methods will generate more 
NURB surfaces, but the manual methods can be quite tediou . 
v) The final step is to output the NURB surface in an r ~ file format using either type 
128 NURB urfaces or type 143 or type 144 trimmed NUR surface . The se are the 
most common formats for tran ferring NURB surfaces to other programs. 
The rover c en inc rin ' pr ·c 'S can b • ummnrizod a· follows: 
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i) Defme the accuracy you need and determine what you want to do with the 30 model 
once you get it in the computer. 
ii) Select the software that will perform those tasks and determine whether they r quire only 
a polygon model or whether they require a NURB surface definition. 
iii) Tackle the selection of the input device and the reverse engineering software. 
Examples of reverse engineering software are Pilot3D, Surfacer, 30Reshaper, Geomagic Studio 
and also Rhinoceros. 
2.5 Computer Simulation 
2.5.1 Definition of Simulation 
In the Oxford Advanced earner's Dictionary f urrent n ti h (5th dition ), the word 
simulation is defined as ' the deliberate makin of certain conditions that could exist in reality, in 
order to study them or learn from them". 
2.5.2 Definition of Computer Simulation 
Computer simulation is defined a a discipline f designing a model of au actual r theoretical 
physical system, executing the model on a digital computer, and analyzin the execution output. 
It embodies the principle of "learning by doing"; to learn about the ystern we must fir t build a 
model of some sort and then operate the model. omputer simulation can al o be described as 
the electr nic equivalent f buildin artificial bjcct and dynamically act ut r I ·, with them, 
and i1 ervc to drive ynthetic envir nments and virtual world'. There nre three subfields of 
comput ·r simulation : 
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Model design 
Model execution Model analysis 
Figure 2.11 : Three subfields of Computer Simulation 
A mathematical model must be created first to represent a physical object. Then it is executed in 
a computer program, while updating the state and event variables in the mathematical model. 
The process of computer simulation can also be described as in Figure 2.16 below: 
data struct.ure 
real system q algorithms model 
D~ ~ D ~ 
~ 
/ o(=J / a I real behavior mul led bohoVIOr I 
Figure 2.12 : Real System and Computational Model (Pritscbow et al, 2000) 
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2.5.3 The Relationship Among Computer Graphics, Virtual Reality and Simulation 
r ...., r ...... r ...., 
Computer Virtual 
, ~ Simulation ~ 
Graphics 
.... r ~ r Reality 
" , " . 
Computer graphics is the computational study of light and its effect on geometric objects. The 
focus on graphics is to produce meaningful rendered images of real world or hypothetical 
objects. Animation is the use of computer graphics to generate a sequence of frames which 
produce the illusion of continuous motion. Virtual reality is primarily focused on imm.ersive 
human-computer interaction as found in devices such as head-mounted displays (HMD). 
Simulation can be regarded as the "engine" which drives the graphics and virtual reality 
technologies, because by simulating you build the infrastructure necessary for other fields. 
2.5.4 The Advantages of imulation 
• Jn cognitive science and artificial life, computer imulation plays a major role in bringing 
together scientists from different fields. 
• Simulation are not only theories but also virtual experimental laboratories. nee 
constructed, it wiJI allow a researcher to observe phenomena under controlled conditions, 
to manipulate the conditions and variable that contr I the phen mena, and t determine 
the consequences of these manipulations Cangelo i & Parisi, 2001). 
• lt is a clearer and m re practical way of e pr sin 1 what a theory or u model ay. Thi· 
make the th /m d I in re v xifinb! b ecau th , ' ution of a computer pr 1 am 
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model. 
• It also permits the discovery of new predictions that can/must be derived from a the ry 
and the search of new empirical data that can verify these predictions (Cangelosi & 
Parisi, 2001). 
• Computer simulations tend to be quantitative, whereby they are repeatable, varying the 
initial conditions and make all sorts of statistical and reliability analysis (Cangelosi & 
Parisi, 2001). 
• It re-creates reality. 
• A uniform model of execution technique can be used to solve a large variety of systems. 
• Simulation may contribute to avoiding errors and waste of resources. 
• Attempts of construction of a scene can be imulated with the computer and viewed from 
points that may be practically impossible to view in reality. 
• It contributes to an enormous saving of physical and economic resources. 
• Interactions are automatically realistic (John ohen, 2000). 
• Large dynamic environments are po sible (John Cohen, 2000). 
• Systems with c mplex interrelationships are p s ible (John ohen, 2000). 
• Simulated experimentation accelerates and replace effectively the ' wait and sec" 
anxieties in discovering new insight and explanation of future behaviour f the real 
system. 
• The availability of vi ual m dell in 1 and imulati n enables decision 111akc1.' t boost their 
dynamic ·cisi n by r h ar in 1 str ue 'Y t av id hidd n 1 itfalls. 
• srror · .an c d tc ·t ·d oarlicr n and thi. inu I ·ad t the J' ·ducti m of repair ~t ·. 
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• The use of animation in a simulation process is very useful for model dcbu in l 
validation and verification. 
2.5.5 The Limitations of Computer Simulation 
• Simplication 
• Artbitrariness of assumptions and detaiJs (Cangelosi & Parisi, 2001 ). 
• Difficult external validation (Cangelosi & Parisi, 2001 ). 
• The calculations involved in renderings take a very long time even on a fast computer. It 
can be particularly problematic when facing tight deadlines or when the renderings 
produce unexpected results. 
• It is difficult to predict outcome based on initial conditions, and to achieve particular 
behaviours or events (John Cohen, 2000). 
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2.6 Review of Existing Systems 
2.6.1 The Virtual Bone-setter (VB) (Sourin et al, 2000) 
The research for this system was deveJoped for Department of Orthopaedics of Singapore 
General Hospital, by the School of Applied Science at Nanyang Technological University in the 
year 2000. It was carried out by Howe Tet Sen (SGH) with the assistance from Alexei Sourin 
(Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology) and Olga Sourina (Institute of Computing for 
Physics and Technology, Russia) who were attached with NTU at the time. 
The main objective of developing the system was to train and improve medical students and 
orthopaedic surgeons alike in the internal fixation of bone fractures, as an alternative to the 
common training of using synthetic bones. The orthopaedic team in the hospital found that those 
synthetic bones were not only cost-ineffective (u ed bone were not reusable after practice), but 
also not geometrically suited to the anatomy of Asian bones. Hence, they decided to come up 
with a system capable of running on P s, available in every medical clinic and home. Their goal 
was also to develop it without having to incorporate special VR input devices such as head- 
mounted displays or goggles. Other factors that were put into consideration : 
• Realistic 30 geometric models with behaviour and con traints 
• Real-time simulation including collision detection, sounds, etc. 
• Real-time 3D rendering 
• VR rendering and input technique based on special hardware devices 
The VB system u c a mouse a· an input device c ntrolling obje 't relocation and implemented 
with riterion R md rware, The oflw ir id ntl pro icl ·d th r iquired inlcrnctivily wilh a 
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reasonable quality of rendering. It was also able to model in hierarchical coordinate systems and 
its support of many VR devices provides a very natural environment for the zeomotric modeling 
in the project. 
First, virtual models of the fractured bones were reconstructed from the CT data. Then a 
geometric database of common fractures were created. For each fractured bone its polygonal 
mesh and additional geometric information were stored. Other properties that were stored 
together in the database inc1ude the different types of fixation tools such screws, nails, plates, 
wires and the Jocking bolts (which match each different fracture). The implant database would 
then be used in the simulation process of pseudo-physical collision detection. The following 
basic procedures is then carried out in a VB post-operative surgery : 
• Application of instruments and insertion f the implant with the pseudo-phy ical 
collision detection and audio feedback. 
• Viewing the objects through "the image intensifier" (X-ray). 
• Rotating and zooming the scene and its objects. 
• Walk through the bone canal. 
• Reverse proce s. 
• Setting the light. 
The program enable guidance for the sur eon and gives him the ability to make independent 
decisions. The fixed virtual scene can be saved at any time and stored in the hierarchical 
databa 'C for further u e. 
elow i a tcp-by- t 'P example r r f moral neck fractur ~ f ui n with can ·cllou: 'crew, : 
i) uided wir · in. erti n to th nppropri 114,,) d ·µth under imn c inlcnsitlcat ion. 
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ii) User chooses" Insert threaded guide wire", and defines the place on the bone. 
iii) Wire appears on the screen touching the bone at selected point. 
iv) User defines the direction by rotating wire and inserting it. 
v) Application of "image intensifier view" for simulating the X-ray image. 
vi) Multiple parallel guide wires are placed at various distances from the first wire. User 
selects "Place multiple guide wire", and they will be automatically inserted parallel to 
the first one. The result of applying an adjustable parallel wire guide device is then 
simulated. 
vii) Screw length is measured to enable simulation of the cannulated screw measuring 
device. 
viii) Screw is inserted. User selects the appropriate length cannulated screw from the 
database, locate the wire, and places the screw ver the wire. Then, other length 
cannulated screws are placed over the respective wires. 
ix) Guide wires are removed and discarded. 
Figure 2.1 : Reul nnd Virtunl ur~k al Tool and Impl, nts in VB 
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Figure 2.14: Virtual Femoral Neck Fracture Fixation ancellous Screws in VB 
Figure 2.15: Virtual Femoral Fracture Fixation with an lntra-medullary in VB 
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2.6.1.1 The Advantages of the Virtual Bone-setter System 
• It fixes not only fractures, but also allows the simulating of internal operations for 
some bone diseases. 
• Able to simulate a variety of both common and untypical bone fractures and 
fixation techniques. 
• Enables viewing of objects through "the image intensifier' . 
• Allows rotating of the scene and objects in the scene. 
• Walk through the bone canal feature. 
• Users are able to reverse the process. 
• Useful to help surgeons plan patient-specific, complex procedures. 
• Could teach correct procedures to students, before they ever have to cut on 
expensive synthetic bones. 
• Practicing surgeons can improvise skills they already possess and develop new 
techniques. 
In conclusion, the VB system offers lower ri k training for students, fewer risks for patients, 
better scenario-based practice, and a minimized cost of training. 
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2.6.2 Extract by IBM 
The IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center have developed a computer pr gram 11 d 
Extract, for computing and visualizing the interference-free insertion path of an implant into a 
hole from computer-aided design models of their shapes. The program formulates the problem as 
a "peg-in-hole" insertion problem for complex, tightly fitting, three-dimensional bodies requiring 
small, coupled six-degree-of-freedom motions in a user-specified direction. The program either 
finds a successful insertion path or reports the "stuck" configuration, in which case it identifies 
the surfaces causing the interference, facilitating the redesign of the implant and the hole shapes. 
Extract allows the user to view the insertion of the implant into the canal and the stuck 
configurations from different perspectives. 
The program is reasonably efficient. In about 30 minutes on a RISC System/6000@ Model 530 
workstation, xtract can compute an interference-free in ertion trajectory for a tightly fitting 
implant and a hole shape described with 10000 facets to an accuracy of 0.01 inch. The program 
has been successfully tested on 30 real cases provided by iomet lnc. 
To guarantee that the insertion path is interference-free, the program formulates configuration- 
space constraints derived from the implant and hole shapes. These constraints specify the implant 
configurations for which the implant urface does not penetrate the hole walls. AIJ c nfigurations 
in the insertion path mu t satisf y the con train ts. Configuration- pace constraints arc reduced t 
simpler local configuration-space constraints by observin that, becau ·c of tho ti ht t between 
the implant and the hole, the motion of any point on the implant urface i con trained by only a 
small portion of the hole urface in it immediate nei th urho d. cal conf iuration-space 
con traiuts are f rmulat ed for ach pair of implant-surfuc · point and hol -. urface I uieut (i.e., 
mall area f the urfac '). (Ta I r 'l al, I 
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b, 
Hole-surftice eJe.mmt 
(heavy lioo) 
Hole surface 
Figure 2.16 : Implant insertability analy i using Extract 
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2.6.3 The PISA Project on Dental Implant Surgery 
The PISA (Personalized Implants and Surgical Aids) project was carried out in collaboration 
with the Phillips Medical Systems (in the Netherlands), which focused on the clinical pre- 
operative planning for placement of dental implants. It takes the user step by step through the 
process of positioning dental impants virtually, and ends with the design of a surgical aid/dnll 
guide for transfer of the planning results to the patient. Tt was developed on the Easyvision 
clinical workstation, plus with an interface between it and a CAD/CAM oriented environment. 
The system aims to increase the time for replacement and hopefully a patient will require fewer 
replacements with an achieved perfect positioning/fitting of a dental implant. 
(Lobregt et al, 200 l) 
2.6.3.1 The Process 
i) The patient data is derived from a CT scan, bone segmentation is produced, stored in 
the database and visualized as 30 rendering . 
ii) Implants are selected, and placed in an initial position by a single mouse click. It can 
be later manipulated to optimize the position. The optimal position for implant i, 
determined interactively by placing and repo itioning geometric m del of implant 
with respect to the segmented bone and the nerve canal. 
iii) The various image give direct feedback t the user by howing er ss-. cctions f T 
data and implants, a well as 30 renderings of anatomy with implants. 
iv) When tho implant are ptimally p iti ned an interactive functi n for onerati n f 
a drill iuide ian be ·t, rt .d, 
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v) A user-definable contact area on the hone surface, together with the posiri n d 
implant models, forms the input for an automatic procedure which zen 'mt s a 
complete CAD/CAM-compatible description of a suitable dri11 guide hap . The 
contact area indicates where the dri11 guide is allowed to touch the bone (this too, can 
be modified in 3D by the user). Clinical graphics are shown in figure 2.l 0 and 2.11 
below. 
Figure 2.17: A cro ection of the implanted model , hown with Houn fil'ld value , JD 
renderings and model d mandibular nerve. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 2.18 (a & b): automatically proposed contact area, and contact area a modified by 
the user. 
Figure 2.18 (c & d): automatically generated driJI guide hape. 
The main advantage f this system i that it provide for a safer dental implant surgery a. the 
facial area is no" n with havin the mo, t number of ner e . Any sli ht mi. take could 1 ad to 
extreme complication' and on fatulitie '. 
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2.6.4 Other Surgery Simulator Systems 
i) .Preoperative Stereolithographic Model Planning in Craniomaxillofacial Surgery by 
Christian Kenner; University of Vienna, Austria 
ii) Artificial Knee Implants in Fluoroscopy Images Using A Model Fitting Technique, 
by RD Komistek, SA Walker, EJ Northcut, WA Hoff, and DA Dennis; Rose 
Musculoskeletal Research Laboratory, Colorado Schoo] of Mines 
iii) Femoral Anatomy, CT and CAD Design of Prosthetic Implants, by F Adam, DS 
Hammer, D Pape and D Kohn; University of Saarland, Germany. 
iv) Virtual Prototyping in Total Knee Arthroplasty, by BJ Fegly, G Sawyer and Rafi 
Hatka; University of lorida. 
v) Distributed Interactive Virtual Surgery System, by JXC Yonggao and H Wechsler; 
George Mason Univcr ity, airfax. 
From the review of these existing systems, it has been found that all of them start with the 
modeling process from CT or MR images, and proceed with the implant-insertion techniques 
using image rendering software. AD software apparently seems to be the most preferred 
software in many systems. 
For this thesis project, the The PI A Project on Dental Implant urgery system has the most 
similar criterioos with what former system aims to achieve. The elaboration of the technique 
used has helped for a better understanding and would be the main guidance when 
implementing the system design. 
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2. 7 Software Review 
In order to develop this project, two platforms have been chosen which arc the Raindr p 
Geomagic Studio for the reverse engineering purpose and Rhinoceros 3.0 for implant fitting. 
2.7.1 Raindrop Geomagic Studio 
Geomagic claims to be the only complete solution for transforming physical parts into 
manufacturable digital models. It automatically generates an accurate digital model from any 
physical part. Geomagic Studio is also ideal for emerging applications such as mass production 
of customized devices, build-to-order manufacturing, and automatic re-creation of legacy parts. 
The advantages which this software deliver are such as: 
• Guaranteed watertight polygon and NURBS models 
• Ten-fold productivity increase over traditional CAD software when processing complex 
or free-form shapes. 
• Automated features and simplified workflow that reduce training time and allow users to 
bypass tedious, labor-intensive tasks. 
• Integration with all major 3D scanners and CAD/CAM software. 
• Ability to work as a stand-alone application for rapid manufacturing or as a complement 
to AD software. 
• upp rt fan ext en ive file input/output 
eg: Native can Import· - PT A A BIN SWL AM, OM, etc. 
Polygon Import! .xport - , XF, I 1 LW , NA , BJ, ore, 
I\ Import/ • xp rt I 'T · P 203/21 I, N utral, V A, Pro/ · PRT, etc. 
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• Large Data Handling 
- triangulation and decimation methods can process models in excess of 100 milli n 
triangles. 
- multi-threaded operations for dual processors 
- batch processing 
Features in Geomagic which will be impJemented in this project can be explained in Table 
2.2 below: 
Feature Descri tion 
Point Processing • uniform, curvature, and ordered sampling 
• noise reduction with deviation display 
• hole filling 
• outlier and bounda selection 
Polygon Creation and Repair • wrap triangulation 
• curvature-based hole filling 
• partial hole filling and bridge creation 
• tolerance and shape-based decimation 
• fix inter ections 
• make o en/closed manifold 
Polygon Editing • Boolean operations 
• shelling and offsetting 
• interactive relaxation/cleaning 
1-------- • smooth, fit trim roject and extend bouud~ edges 
NURBS Surface Creation • one-click auto surfacing 
• automatic curvature detecting and editing 
• automatic patch construction 
• user-controlled surface layout 
• patch error detection and repair 
• aut matic surface Iittin > 
• surface trimming with curves, features and other 
surfaces 
Analysis • point-to-point and on-surface di tnnc 
• tolerance mml i · (p ly 1on/NUJU3 ' surface to 
cloud) 
• urv an I i '--~~~~~~~~~~~~-'-~ 
'l'nhl • 2.l : Feature in (;com titic 
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2. 7.2 Rhinoceros 3.0 
Rhinoceros is one of the most powerful 30 modeling tools available on the mark t tod . lt has 
been chosen as a platform to implement the implant fiuin process as it i n t upp rted by 
Geomagic. The special features in Rhinoceros include: 
• Uninhibited free-form 3-D modeling tools like those found only in products costing 20 to 
50 times more. 
• Accuracy needed to design, prototype, engineer, analyze, and manufacture anything from 
an airplane to jewelry. 
• Compatibility with all other design, drafting, CAM, engineering, analysis, rendering, 
animation, and illustration software. 
• Read and repair extremely challenging IGES files. 
• Accessible. It is easy to learn and use and user can focus on design and visualization 
without being distracted by the software. 
It is also easy to import and export data as it read a large variety of file formats. Some data that 
cannot be read in certain software are most likely to be readable in Rhinoceros. Therof re 
Rhinoceros use its export function to convert data from its current format which is readable by 
the other intended software. 
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Methodology 
Chapter Outline 
This chapter explains the methodology that will be used in developing the system. It also 
includes the system analysis section whereby the system's functional and non-functional 
requirements are listed, which are used as the foundation in designing the system later on. This 
chapter shows bow the system developer interprets the key features that should be implemented 
in the real system. 
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3.0 Overview of Methodology 
Methodology is defined as a collection of procedures, technique . t 1 and 
documentations. It helps software developers to build a system according to plan and 
produce a high quality end product. There are a lot of methodology models currently in 
existence. Ranging from the classic life cycle models to the innovative evolutionary 
models, they provide adequate analysis on project duration, budget and requirements to 
software developers. 
3.1 The Prototyping Model 
A system development model gives a standardized and systematic approach to the project 
development. Software prototyping is an information system development methodology 
based on building and using a model of the y tern for designing, implementing, testing 
and installing the system. 
The prototype modeling methodology has been chosen to aide in the development of this 
project because of its many advantages. It ha an iterative approach in modeling 
processes whereupon each prototype developed m its respective stage is revised 
continuously and flaw detected during revi ion period can be corrected along with the 
development progre s. 
The charncteri tic of pr totypin 1 are: 
• Pr t t pin , i. bas ·d n buildin 1 a mod l of n y tom I be developed. 
• th rn ti ~1 r r desi nin tho ·y1>t m, 
68 
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• Prototyping uses the model to implement the system. 
• Prototyping uses the model to perform both the system and the acceptanc testing 
of the system. 
Figure 3.1 below is a representation of the modeling processes that will be used in 
developing this project. 
System requirements 
User review/ ·r validation 
Identifying prototype . 
requirements ~ Revision 
Revised prototype 
'~ 
User review . 
Prototype design ~ Revision ~ 
Revised prototype 
.. Revised and enhanced prototype ~ 
Prototype system I I 
Revision 
' Fulfill u ers' i 
satisfaction No 
Yes, verify 
,, 
T ·st 
~ elivered 'Y ' '(Cm 
Fii.tm· • J. l : Prototypin~ Model M •tho«lolo,zy 
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In implementing the prototyping methodology m this system development these 
following steps are taken: 
• The system requirements are defined, which are gathered through various 
discussions with the project supervisor and also by reviewing some existing 
systems that are currently available. 
• A preliminary design will be created for the new system. 
• A first prototype of the system will be constructed from the preliminary design. It 
is basically a scaled down system which represents an estimate of the 
characteristics of the final system. 
• The first prototype has to be thoroughly evaluated, by noting its strengths and 
weaknesses. Remarks on system performance will be collected and evaluated. 
• Ba ed on the remarks, the first prototype will be modified, and followed by the 
development of the second. 
• The econd prototype will be analyzed in the same manner as the first one. 
• Preceding steps are iterations, which are finally concluded when the system has 
fulJy functioned, satisfying system own requirements and the users'. Final 
prototype repre ents the desired final product. 
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3.1.1 Advantages of The Prototyping Model 
• Enhances understanding, because it is a partially developed product that nablcs 
users and developers to examine some aspects of the proposed system and decide 
if it is suitable or appropriate for the finished product. 
• Developers may build a system to implement a small portion of some key 
requirements to ensure that they are consistent, feasible and practical. If not, 
revisions are made at the requirements stage, rather than at the more costly testing 
stage. 
Example: Simulation of implant fitting may first focus on the degree of rotation 
transformation axis that should be implemented to ensure that nail insertion is 
done correctly and safely to prevent further damage at the fracture site. 
Iongation of fracture may contribute to total breakage of the femur or traumatize 
the femoral veins. As the correct transformation axis is achieved and satisfactory 
to the user, the next step could be determining the depth of insertion. 
• Design prototyping helps developers assess alternative design strategies and 
decide which is best for a particular project. 
• A prototype enables the users understand what the new system will be like, and 
the designers get a better sense f how the users would like to interact with the 
system. This is particularly important in developin a system in a biomedical 
environment. 
xample : he ur ieon mi rht not be technical- savvy cuou ih lo understand the 
mechanics the ystem 
and th pro c lo p nil w th 111 t 
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• Developers get to measure the users' level of understanding of the sy t m. 
Therefore, any disagreements and kinks in the requirements are address ed and 
fixed we11 before the requirements are officially validated during system testing. 
• Prototyping is useful for validating the implementation of aJJ the requirements and 
to verify that each function works correctly. 
As a conclusion, it bas been reviewed that in the prototyping model, requirements or 
design need repeated investigation to ensure that both the developer and the user have a 
common understanding of what is needed and what is proposed. Loops for the 
prototyping requirements, design or the system may be eliminated depending on the goals 
of the prototyping. This will definitely contribute to reducing risks and uncertainties in 
the project development. 
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3.2 Overview of System Analysis 
Designing a system requires system analysis as the initial procedure before actually attempting te 
design the system. This procedure consists of a few major steps which aide the development of 
the system. Through analyzing current systems in the Literature Review section problems are 
spotted and defined which leads to generating the problem statement that has to be solved in this 
system. Next, the determination of system requirements arises, which are collected by gathering 
significant information. Requirements gathered lead to the development of alternative solutions 
and finalJy choosing the most appropriate solution. Thus the primary deliverables from system 
analysis are the listing of system requirements. 
The main purpose of this phase can be concluded as listed below: 
• To learn how a similar system functions. 
• To resolve system requirements by collecting user needs and by identifying major 
components to be included in the system. 
• To ensure the software development methodology proposed is suitable for 
analysing and developing the system. 
• To determine hardware and software specifications to be used. 
3.2.I System Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements describe an interaction between the system and its environment. 
These are statements of services the system should provide, how it should react to 
particular input and how the system should behave in particular situations. In ome 
cases, the functional requirements may als explicitly late what the ystem • hould not 
do. Bel ware functi nal requir ment f r thi pr [cct: 
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• Implant (scanned image data) 
The point cloud image of the femoral component is needed for the resurfacing 
module, before being able to be manipulated in the 3D modeling software, 
Rhinoceros 3.0. 
• 30 models 
In developing the image rendering, animation and surgery simulation, the 3D 
models of the human femur bone and the intrarnedullary nails are needed. These 
elements will be acquired from earlier projects done previously. The 3D models 
should be in computer graphics image types such as IGES, STL, 3DS, or any that 
is compatible with Geomagio4.5 and Rhinoceros 3.0. 
• Fracture location 
Fracture location on the bone must be vi ible on the 3D model. 
3.2.2 System Non-functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements describe the restrictions on the system that limits our choice 
for constructing a solution to the problem. These inc1ude timing constraints, development 
process constraints, standard and so forth. 
• Types of pecimens 
or the purpose of developing this project, only an adult human femur bone and a 
femoral condylar metal implant will be used. Therefore, there will be no database 
f these pccimens includi 1 r the fracture type and s lution '/ utputs of the 
simulated ur cry. 
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• Reliability 
To achieve the objective of providing this project as an extra. tool in aidiag 
surgeries, it has to be of high reliability. This is because we are going to deal with 
live patients in real-time surgeries and the simulation must be able to be delivered 
correctly, or fatal post-surgery effects could arise. 
• Response time 
There are two arguments regarding this issue. If the system is used as a learning 
tool for students, time might not be much of a deal. However, if a surgeon needs 
to operate on a patient, the system must be able to deliver the correct simulation in 
time with the event (system must not contribute to the delay of the surgery if the 
surgeon is dependant upon it). 
• Consistency 
No matter how frequent (or rare) the simulation system is run, it must be able to 
produce outputs which are not only correct, but consistent all the time. This will 
increase the reliability factor a well. 
3.3 Software Requirement 
• Geomagic tudio Version 5.0 
• Rhinoceros Version 3.0 
• Windows XP Profes ional dition and Windows 2000 Profes ional. 
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3.4 Minimum Hardware Requirements 
• Intel Pentium 4 Processor 
• 256MBRAM 
• 32 MB graphics card 
• SVGA monitor with 1280 x 1024 screen resolution 
• Mouse and keyboard 
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Chapter 4 
System Design 
hapter Outline 
This chapter will discuss about the real design of the system which includes modules in the 
processing engine t simulate the implant fitting surgery. Data flow diagrams explain the passage 
of data from the input through the display of output. In this chapter, it generally explains how the 
system will work in real-time and there i also a view of the chosen user interface. 
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4.0 Overview of System Structure 
INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT 
Reverse 
Engineering 
Simulated 
Implant Fitting 
Surgery 
Transformation Femur 
Bone 
Figure 4.1 : System De ign 
The design of thi ystem will be divided into three section which are the input interface, 
process (sy tern engine) and the user output interface. The input interface for this ystem 
contain two olemen which arc th mod I f the emur and the scanned data of the implant. 
The sy t m en rin • is the most into ral part of the . st im wher • all the appropriat pr cc will 
be carried ut here. lt i i whcrc th· t • huiqu s ~ simulatiu the sur my will be applied al. 
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The third section is the output interface. Here, the simulation of implant fitting surgery ,ivtn l, 
able to be reviewed. It will show bow much change the implant will undergo. 
4.1 Input User Interface 
This research does not develop a typical system which involves input from a tlurd party end user, 
ie: a surgeon will not be using it to manipulate data of the surgery specimens. Those tasks will be 
carried out by a technical person who wiJl directly use the functions in the 3D modeling software 
based on the guidelines from this documentation. Therefore, inputs will be the usage of 
transformation tools and functions in modifying the structure of the femoral implant. Examples 
of inputs can be described as follows: 
• Mirror the object display 
This will provide the user with a copy of the object but in a symmetrical mirrored 
position. It saves computation time as user will not have to dragging the object can be 
exhaustive to the processor (because the size of the data is very big). 
• Bend parts of the object 
User has to drag the mouse to point the direction of the bending movements of the 
selected object. 
• Scale the size of the object 
User ha to input the amount of scale factor (to increase or decrease the size of the 
selected object). 
• Move the p ntion f tho [o t 
M vin the bjecl can be d ne y drau 1i11 u 111 m u re), r keying in the tran lation 
and r tati n values nth· obj · ·t ' Y r Z axis. 
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4.2 System Engine 
In order to run the simulation of the surgery, the system engine will need another tw sub- 
modules which are: 
• Reverse Engineering for Resurfacing Purposes 
To construct the surface of the femoral implant from the point cloud fonn to become a 
polygonal object. 
• Transformation 
To modify the structure of the implant model so that it configures to the shape of the 
femur condyle, thus reducing tbe possibilities of grafting the bone specimen in the actual 
surgery. Processes include bending, scaling and rotating. 
4.3 Output User Interface 
Third party end-users such as surgeons will be able to ee the new structure of the impJant. They 
can monitor the positioning of the implants and how much clearance exists between the implant 
and the bone surface (the aim is to achieve the most minimal clearance value). Maximum 
understanding of the surgery technique can be achieved a the imulation can be analyzed using 
the functions in Geornagic and Rhinoceros. 
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4.4 Data Flow 
Simulated surgery 
~ 
USER 
Multiple views 
, 
I 
Transfonnation values 
/ 
0 
Surgery Simulator 
\. 
Figure 4.3: onte t Oia ram 
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~ 
I Sl I Implant 
I S2 I Transformation Femur ·Ir and filter / <, 
values I 
USER 
. 
Resurfacing 
Process ... .. 
\.. 
Ir 
' 2 
. 
Transformati-on .... 
Pr ce 
imulated surgery 
-, 
I 
Multiple views 
Figure 4.4 : Data Flow Diagram 
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Chapter 5 
System Development and Implementation 
Chapter Outline 
This chapter discusses in detail the real implementation of simulation of implant fitting in 
the femur bone. It explain the proccsse in the ub-rnodules which had been pr p d in 
earlier chapter ; the reverse engineering procc applied on the femoral c mponent, and 
how it is later exported to the D modelling m dule to be incorporated with the femur 
bone model. 
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5.1 Overview of System Implementation and Development. 
The implant fitting simulation system has been developed based on two sub-modul es 1s 
below: 
i) Reverse engineering 
ii) Transformation and fitting in 30 modelling environment 
These modules are dependent on each other in ensuring the success of the project. The 
first module is responsible for producing a virtual three-dim n ional model of the metal 
femoral implant component and the second as the platform to do all the necessary 
transformations. 
5.3 Reverse Engineering 
Reverse engineering is the proce where a scanned data of an implant is tran formed into 
a three-dimensi nal model. A hown in 'tgure 5.1, the implant image (acquired from 
laser scanning proce previou ly) wa initially a point cloud data, and n further 
manipulation can be done in thi format. Thus, reverse engineering is needed to resurface 
the image enabling it to be imported by 30 modelling platforms uch as CAD and other . 
The software e magic tudi Ver i n 5.0 wa u d a the platf rrn t carry ut thi 
module. 
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igure 5.1 : Femoral implant in point cloud form 
The steps taken in this module are as foJJows: 
i) leaning up the outlier 
utlier are tray points that exi t around the outside of the part. They are far 
away from the main point cloud and do not repre ent any geometry that we 
want t e p, Thi problem n nnally occur when scanners inadvertently can 
object in th background, uch a tablet p walh or upport . Im tur . 
H we er with this particular ima re 11 utli ·rs v re detect id. 
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ii) Reducing Noise 
Noisy elements are frequently introduced into a scanned data due t fa t 1~ 
such as small vibrations in the scanning device, inaccurate canner librari '11, 
or poor preparation of the physical object' surface. They can be identifi d b 
a rough, uneven appearance in the surface model. 
Geomagic uses statistical methods to determine where the points should lie 
and moves them to this location. The range of optimize etrings were set as 
follows: 
Shape 
Smoothness level 
Free-form 
Medium 
reeform shape wa chosen because the implant repre ents an organic shape 
and the operati n reduced the noi e with re pect to urfacc curvature. 
Smoothnes level wa et to medium so that the data would not lo e too 
much of its accuracy (if set at maximum). 
Result : 
fr m n inal 
12.002696 mm 
2.510 mm 
3.231173 mm 
f the p int ) 
• Maximum di ranee 
• Average distance 
• tandard deviation 
iii) niform nmpling 
hi 
su di 
r educ ' the num r f p int· in a point et. It 
• int iqu 111 • iz ·d 
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one point from each cell. However, it still maintains the ac nmt • 
representation of the point cloud model. 
Current spacing between points 
Set to 
0.2653 mm 
0.52 mm 
Figure 5.2 (a): implant- before uniform nmplin 
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Figure S.2(b): implant- after uniform ampling 
iv) Curvature sampling 
Curvature sampling sample points based on their curvature and produces an 
accurate wrap model with fewer points, thus contributing to a les er 
computation time. Point that Jie in a high-curvature region remain in order t 
maintain the accuracy f the surface curve . n the ther hand, p int on Oat 
regi n are more likely t be deleted becau e they require le s detail. 
urrcnt sample perc mta · e 
t to 
59.76 
60 
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Figure S.3 : implant- after curvature sampling 
(this figure shows that p ints n curved areas are more prominent after samplin r is 
done, compared to previou figures) 
Sampling processes (iii and iv) can be considered as a trade-off between accuracy and 
space. he data might n t be 100 percent accurate anyrn re, ut it will take up le r 
memory pace. This will increase the proce sing peed when the m del i u ed in 
another applicati 11.. 
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v) Surface Wrapping 
The wrap operation is done to construct a polygonal surface. 
Figure 5.4 : Implant- surface wrapped polygonal model 
Results: 
urrent points : 27 974 
Current triangle : 55 923 
vi) • illing up th" hole 
The ill H le t ol was u ed to fill in re ion of mi 'in , data. 
R suit : 
urr ·nt p int' : 27 
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Current triangles : 55 318 
After holes are filled up, the number of points decrease whereas the numl er f 
triangles in the model have increased. 
vii) Changing Manifold Surface 
Manifold objects are objects m which all the triangle are connect d 
continuously by their edges. For this step, the implant model will turned into 
an open manifold object since it is not volume bound. Therefore, it will be an 
open surface model. 
viii) Creating a NURBS surface 
To create the NURBS surface, its function in Geomagic was ·set to 
automatically estimate the complexity f the model geometry. The Surface 
Detail function wa et to maximum that calculation will also be 
performed on maller p rtion the urface, re ultin l in greater detail. The 
result can be een in igure 5.5 a below: 
Fi ure ... , urfuc ·d implant mod ~1 
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ix) Relaxing the surface 
The relax operation smooth ens the surface of the polygon m d 1 by ch nging 
the input vertices. 
Iteration: 20 
Strength: 0.5 
The iteration was set at the recommended amount while the strength was at 
medium, on a scale of 0.0 (minimum) to 1.0 (maximum), TJ1js was to obtain a 
fairly smooth surface but not compromising the accuracy of the original data. 
x) Constructing Patches 
Patches need t be c n tructcd on the surface of the model for us to create 
curves in later step. This function was also set on automatic. Contour were 
simplified a t btain perf ct huffle patche . 
Results: 
Patches: 1476 
urrcnt triangle : 200 000 
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Figure 5.6: Patched implant model 
xi) rearing curve object 
Curves are created because it is a very important feature in the fitting module. 
These CW'Ves will be transformed (bent, scaled, etc) on the Rhinocer s 
platform for the implant to be fitted n the b ne specimen. 
From this function, l324 urv have b en obtained. 
Minimum boundary I m zth: 1.656803 mm 
Ma imum boundary I n th: 3579.44070 mm 
Av ra e boundary l ngth: 170 . 75 0 mm 
umb r of elf-im rr ictln , pnth : 120 
9. 
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xii) Analyzing the curve model 
The curve model can be analyzed in e magic to get imp rtant rari ti th t 
may be applied in other applications if needed. 
Results: 
Radius: (in mm) 
Minimum: 0.0004164346 
Average: 24.01663 
Maximum: 11102.62 
Standard deviation: 88.68865 
urvature: (in mm) 
Minimum: 9.006884e-OOS 
Average: 0.3243133 
Maximum: 2401.338 
Standard deviation: 7.084274 
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5.3 Transformation and Fitting 
After being resurfaced in the previous module, the metal femoral implant comp ncnt n 
now be exported from Geornagic to the Rhinoceros platform. The main objecti e f the 
transformation module is to achieve fitting of the implant lo the femur condyle a shown 
below: 
front 
Figure .7: How implant i fitted to the femur condylc 
With reference t , igure 5 .7, this i · actually an x-ray imago of a aucasian patient who 
ha underg ne a kne arthroplasty urgery. H wever, A ians have differin shape of the 
femur c ndyle. The fr nt part fan Asian femur condyle i li rhtly curvier thus bee mes 
an obstacle t achie ea g d fitting a uropean made implant. The femur b nc pecimen 
from an A ian patient which i u cd in thi · pr jeer i sh wn in fi 111rc .8. 
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F i~ur 5.8: i mu .. bou mod I to b u d in th pro] t 
h rn dul ar a· Ilow : 
i) Ii znm •nt of mod •I. 
he ne an implant m onnat. his i t en. ure 
that c rre t trnn ·fi rmati n · can e achi · ed. Alth u zh surfu · 
au b • udl 
I Ill hf th hill ' f th impl int l ic ·t 
11t ·mpt 
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To facilitate upcoming steps, both the bone and implant m d ls nro nli me 
together using the different viowport in Rhinocoro . It is b st to ri pri l~'h' 
to the ide view a it will be easier f r us t c mparc the ur d part th 
bone with the implant tructure. TI1i i becau c lh curv d fu nt part .i t11 
most important featur t be con idcr d. 
igur 5.9: ligning implant to th bone throu h the right vi wport 
ii) ornparin the tru tur of both mod I. with nch oth r 
cdin v ith th · tran f rmati ns th · m lel: were irlapp id • nd 
c m nr ·d ith •·t ·h lth ·r t ct ;1 r u h i ·w of It mu ih r ·shdn • . h uld • 
d net the im lant. 
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•• .. - "' - 
Figur .10: Model bein ov rlapp cl tog th r in the right viewport 
FiJ?ttn' .. 11: 1 lon the mudt I loo from diffor •nt 
lo 't.•tln r 
•rl •JlJ) ·d 
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As shown in Figure 5.10, the implant is smaller compar d 10 t11 l H-. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that it ha t be cnlar ed s tl1at th mnrr 
surface can conform t the curvature f th m p rts f 
the implant can be een pr trudin , ut f the b ne tru tur igur 5.11 
becau c the latter i n ta ymrnetric I bjcct. 
iii) eating tb implant 
The difference between the h rizontal dimen ion of the inner surface of the 
implant and the uter tructure f tl1 condyle are measured. 
.. tJ , 
I' igurc s, t 2 : h.•n. urlu.: the hnrizon f 11 dhuen hm 
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Horizontal dimension (in mm): 
Implant: 43. 13 
Bone: 64.20 
From these measurements, we are able to obtain the scaling factor from a 
simple calculation. 
( Bone - Implant) x 100 = percentage of difference 
Implant 
( 64.20 - 43.J 3 ) x ] 00 
43.13 
= 48.85 
Therefore, the scale factor is 1.48. 
iv) Bend Transformation 
After being scaled, the part of the implant to be fitted with the front part of the 
condyJe was bent to conform to the shape of the condyJe. Although bendin 
can be done, it may lead to imperfect fittings at ther part'. hi problem ha 
been predicted and it i till acceptable since the clearance between the tw 
object will help u determine the healing pr grc after the ur ery. A large 
clearance value will l w d wn hcalin r, while a mall value will en ure fa t r 
healing time. The clearance value can be 111 a ured by usin vertical 
dimen i n functi n. Fr m fi rur · . L it i h wn that the clearance value 
bcrw icn the tw Jc ts i . 8 mm. 
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Figure 5.13: Clearance dimension value 
v) Test the fitting again in Geomagic 
The fitting done in Rhin cer can tested again u ing the eomagic plarf rm. 
he improvi ed implant model was imp rted in magic and fitted t the 
b n model u, in ) the Be t it Ali mment function. hree point, w r mark d 
n ach m do) for them t be fitted a · rdin I . ' he re ult i hown in H 'Ure 
.14. 
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Figure 5.14 : Fitting of model u ing Be t Fit function in Geomagic 
It can be een clearly that both object d n ~ accurately Cit each other. Theref re, we 
can conclude that for the patient has to allows me time for the bone t grow back in 
time for it t be fully healed. 
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Chapter 6 
System Experiment and Testing 
hapter Outline 
This chapter explains the experiments which have been tried out in manipulating the 
femoral implant. There will be discu sions on the uccessful and failed steps and the 
justifications on tJ1e functions that have been used. 
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In developing this project of simulating the fitting of an implant to its complinu nting 
bone structure, a lot of experiments and trial-and-error sessions were carried out. W 
need to find out the most useful transformation functions in the 30 modelling software 
which can almost offer the desired fitting in the least amount of time, This is because the 
parties involved, surgeons and patients alike, require immediate arthroplasty procedure to 
minimize the risk of pain and infection on the injured anatomy. 
The experiments were done using the implant model in two formats, curve and surface. 
It has been found that using the curve model is a better option than with the surface 
model. However, one major limitation that would most likely occur is it decreases the 
computation speed to a very low level. The possible cause for this problem to arise is the 
presence of the femur bone model which takes up a large portion of the memory becau e 
of its huge size. Therefore, maybe only the distal portion should be cut out to be used in 
this type of process (in future work ). 
6.1 Te ting the fitting using urface model 
The surface model is a polygon mesh generated n it N RB urface. The use of a 
surface model allow the computation t be a little bit peedier theref re all win , re 'ult 
to be shown in le time. However, not all transformations can take advantngc f th 
urface m del. The re ult f re ting the implant fitting can be be t h wn by the bend 
tran f rmati n. If all f the urfa e patch are leered, th implant • cemcd t Juve 
twisted when b nt. lf nl a few patches are ' I ' ·th r the eudin , will break 
them fr m th 'r urfa ' a .u I w. 
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Figure 6. l : Patches 'break' apart from others when only a few are bent 
When exported to Geomagic for urface reconstruction, the separated patche will till 
leave gaps that cannot be patched again. These gaps will have edges that are considered 
as the boundaries. 
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Figure 6.2: A failed attempt to reconstruct the implant surface 
6.2 Testing the fitting using curve model 
By using the curve model, specific parts of the implant m del can e selected and 
transformed manually (by witching on the c ntrol point ) r by u in the funcri n 
available in Rhin cero . As a curvier shape needs to be obtained, this front part of the 
implant need t be I wly adju red t et a similar structure a the femur condylc. The 
re ult wa ry ati f in ' wh re the urves can b · I cted a' nc ·dcd, mid nly th e 
cur c will transf rm th ir stru itur a icordin • t th m difi iations appll d by the user. 
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The curves will also not break away from the original structure contributing to a t,, s: 
exhaustive approach to the whole process. 
Figure 6.3 : Bend transformation using a curve model 
A helpful tran f rmati u that can be u ed would be the mirr r functi n. e draggin r 
rotatin r m vements can be made if we need to adjust the dir cti n of on • bj ct t match 
another. 
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Both the curve and surface models have been used in the scalin transform tion t • t, 'fl11g 
type of transformation can be useful to resize the ize of any D model eith r in th 
three-dimensional format or according to an axis (x, y r z). How er, ther is a 
drawback in using this function. Since it resize the model uniformly, the result showed 
that the thickness of the implant will also be compromised. A wrong scale value might 
enJarge or reduce the thickness too much producing an unde irable structure of the 
physical implant. And not only that, the output will also affect the weight of the actual 
implant if it is to be manufactured according to the scaled re ult. Thus, careful calculation 
has to be done to ensure the end result will contribute to a fea ible and manufacturable 
product. 
It is hoped that by using the e te t re ults a a midcline, the actual implcmentati n f 
manufacturing a custom-sized implants for A ian can be carried out accordingly. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
Chapter Outline 
Chapter 7 concludes and evaluate the thesis in various aspects such a its advanta re , 
disadvantages and also di cusses issues that relate to the project. This chapter als 
suggests ideas towards the enhancement of current implant fitting ystern. 
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7.1 Advantages of The System 
i) The success of such as this particular system will offer custom-mad impl nts 
to the Asian population. While manufacturing one specific implant for each 
patient might not be cost-effective and impractical, researchers can do a study 
on the size of the population's knee structure and come up with common sizes 
among the people. Then the implant can be modified according to these 
average sizes to be used by patients. 
ii) Patients with deformities may also benefit from this system because the 
femoral implant can be modelled based on the shape of his/her bone structure. 
iii) Patients will be able to experience a more rapid healing time since the implant 
fit almost accurately to the bone. Thi allows the need for le ser bone re- 
growth to heal the wound (for both part to fully fit together). 
iv) Surgeons benefit by spending lesser time in the operation theatre. They do not 
have to re-insert the bone over and over or cutting its surface to fit it into the 
curvature of the implant. 
v) Implants might be able to be produced locally or at least in the A ian region, 
thus cutting the cost of medical bills. 
vi) The u e of the elected software cornagic and Rhin ceros, is uch an 
excellent feature because the c plarf rm can back each other up in the event 
f ne n t eing able t upp rt certain type f data C rmat . They 'nch have 
analy i feature which may o u cd at the ramc time and c mpare the re •ult 
with each th r. 
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7.2 Limitations of The System 
i) The fitting is not exactly 100% accurate. This is because a human anatom is 
never symmetrical in shape; therefore the femur too is not. Some part of the 
implant may configure to the femur structure, and some may not. The 
clearance value between the femur and implant surface will determine the 
bow long patients take to recover from the procedure. 
ii) Attempts to bend and transform the model may be exhaustive because of the 
complex nature of the femur. 
iii) The capability of the software can be limited when it comes to certain 
functions. -or example, attempts to blend the two surfaces were not successful 
because the software could not recognize the edge of the objects. This could 
be due to the fact that the objects in use are organic instead of geometrical 
(man-made) in shape. 
7.3 Related Issues 
i) There is a need for fa ter cornputati n. The data u ed in this project con i t 
of enormous of enormous ized 3D model , such a the femur bone m del and 
the NURB model f the implant. heref re, a n rmal h me-u e r even 
fficc-usc) c mputer will not be able to handle such large data t pr ce . 
R ducin the izc f the data i definitely n t an pti n bccuus it will deter 
the accurac . 
ii) The hardware limitati n mean thut we n ·d u e a hi h-] ·rf rmnn ·o 
ruphi · 'Ord. An th r id· al s luti n mic)ht b us· a work talion such a an 
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SGI machine or a Sun Workstation. If we opt to use Windows solution en a 
Pentium 4 platform, simultaneous multi-processors would be a better option. 
iii) Although the manufacturer of Rhinoceros claims its software can used on any 
type of computer, even a laptop, the Jarge data size has made the system non- 
portable as we would like it to be. 
7.4 Suggestion for Future Works 
The finished result of this project may not actually be able to be implemented 
immediately. This is because we need to test if the modified implant can withstand the 
constraints of a patient's weight and his movements in daily activities. A possible task is 
to do a research on finite element analy is (F A) on them del. Next, we may proceed t 
thorough improvisation of the structure of the implant model from the analy is result 
before finally manufacturing the end pr duct. 
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Appendix 
(i) trocbanter 
One of two processes near the head of the femur, the outer b ing called the 
great trocbanter, and the inner the small trochanter. 
(ii) eminence 
A projection or protuberance from the urface of a body part, especially a 
bone. 
(iii) condyles 
A rounded articular. urface at the extremity fa b ne. 
(iv) articular 
Of or pertaining to a joint. 
(v) comminution 
A fracture in which the bone is broken into piece. 
(vi) va culariz d 
Rene! red n. culnr h the formation of n ·w ~s I. 
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(vii) supracondylar 
Above a condyle 
(viii) va rus 
An abnormal position in which part of a limb is twisted inward toward the 
midline, opposite of valgus. 
(ix) valgus 
An abnormal position in which part of a limb is twisted inward toward the 
mid line, opposite of varu 
( ) osteoporotic 
Pertaining to, characterised by, or cau ing a porous c ndition of the one 
(xi) diaphysis 
The haft of a long bone. 
( ii) Paget Di ea e 
Di ase unknown aetiology inv lving destructi n and reparati n 
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(xiii) percutaneous 
Performed through the skin, as injection of radiopacque material in 
radiological examination or the removal of tissue for biopsy accompli hed b 
a needle. 
(xiv) ligamentous 
Relating to or of the form or structure of a ligament. 
(xv) o teopenia 
Decreased calcification or density of bone· a descriptive term applicable to all 
skeletal systems in which such a condition is noted· carries no implication 
about cau ality. 
(xvi) trabeculae 
Muscular bundles on the lining walls of the ventricles 
( vii) malunion 
Union f the ends of a br ken bone resulting in a deformity or a r kcd limb; 
frequently used interchan 1eably with faulty union. 
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This research has been carried out using five data. Please find these files in the D-R M 
included: 
• partl .asc 
• bone} .stl (surface model) 
• bone2.stl (surface model) 
• bone l .igs (curve model) 
• bone2.igs (curve model) 
A. Reverse Engineering 
Phase 1 : The Point Phase 
To create the surface of the implant, use Geomagic tudio 5.0. 
Open the file 'part I .a c". Thi is the implant data in point cloud form. 
Figur • I : Point cloud model of th· im11I mt 
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i) Clean up the outliers 
• Outliers are stray points that exist around the outside of the part. Th 
are far away from the main point cloud and do not represent any 
geometry that we want to keep. 
• From the "Edit -> Select" menu choose "Disconnected 
Components". Change the "Separation" dropdown menu to Low, 
and leave the Size value at 5%. The software will select any clusters 
of points with 5% or less of the total number of points. If these points 
are seen on your display, select them and delete by clicking the "X'' 
button on the toolbar, or click ' Era e" from the "Edit" menu. 
ii) Reducing Noise 
• Noi y element are frequently intr duced into a scanned data due t 
factors such as mall vibrati n in the cannin , device, inaccurate 
scanner calibration, r po r preparation f the physical object' 
surface. They can be identified by a rough, uneven appearance in the 
surface model. 
• Use the "Reduce Noi e" functi n in the "Points" menu. 
• U er will be pr mpted to ch e the hape f the mod ·I and the 
de ir d m thne level. elect ' Fr eform" h pe if the m del 
repre cnts an r ianic hap' r 'Pri mnti ·" if it is a re metrical 
rn del with 
• Th per lti 11 r xiuc 1s th noi. · v ith r ·sp ·t to. urfa curvature. 
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• The Average Distance and Standard Deviation values are report cl 
under Statistics. 
iii) Uniform Sampling 
• This operation uniformly reduces the number of points in a point set. It 
subdivides the model space into equally sized cubical cells and deletes 
all but one point from each cell. However, it still maintains the 
accurate representation of the point cloud model. 
• From the "Points"menu, click on "Uniform Sample". 
• There will be a display of the current spacing between the points. We 
may change and set this value (manually or by using the dial) to 
reduce the size of the data. 
iv) Curvature sampling 
• Curvature sampling ample points based on their curvature and 
produces an accurate wrap model with fewer points, thu contributin 
to a lesser computation time. Point that lie in a high-curvature re lion 
remain in order to maintain the accuracy f the urface curve . n the 
other hand, point n flat region are m re likely to be deleted becau c 
they require le detail. 
• rom the "Points' menu, click on" urvntur • nmpl • . 
• The current amplin p r entan is di 'PIH id, hun 'C its ulu • t 
u er de ir '. H we r, th a ur · 11 llnt treas mi 1ht b s rcduccd i 
th uluo is s ·t to hi h. 
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v) Surface Wrapping 
• The wrap operation is done to construct a polygonal surface. 
• From the "Points" menu, select "Wrap". 
• You will have to choose either "Surface Wrap" or "Volume Wrap". 
• When the wrapping is done, the model will transform from point to a 
polygon. Notice that Geomagic will have aJso transformed to the 
Polygon Phase Environment. 
Phase 2 : The Polygon Phase 
i) Filling up the holes 
• The Fill Hole tool is u ed t fill in r gi ns of missing data. 
• Toggle on the Holes checkbox in the Primitive Panel. Thi highlights in 
green any bole or open edge on the m del. 
• From the "Polygons" menu, click "Fill Hole ". 
• Click n the Fill All button. Thi will aut matically fill all the hole on the 
model. 
• Hole can also be filled ne by one. Ju t click n the hi ihli ihtcd edge f 
ach h le and it will be filled instantly. 
• H wever cur ature-ba d Iilliu mi ht not r commended for certain 
h le . Ther fore, th software will Sil ' ' • t to th • u' r to us n u-fill in • 
in tcad. 
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• After holes are filled up, the number of points decrea ed whereas th 
number of triangles in the model increased. 
ii) Changing Manifold Surface 
• Manifold objects are objects in which all the triangles are connected 
continuously by their edges. For this step, the implant model will 
turned into an open manifold object since it is not volume bound. 
Therefore, it will be an open surface model. 
• From the "Polygon" menu, click "Make Manifold" then cboose 
"Open". 
Phase 3 : The hape Phase 
To construct a NURBS urface out of the model, we must transition to Shape Pha e. 
Click the Shape Phase Icon { . When in hape Phase, the menus in the menu bar 
change to include heading for Patche , Grid , and NURB . 
i) reating a NURBS surface 
• lick N RB >Auto urface in the menu bar, r click the ic n. A 
dialog appears. 
• heck the Auto [ timat box fi r tudio t analyze the model and 
det rminc the lo I f simplicit r mpl xit and 
• M • th· 1li I r art mu th m1 I xit f the 1110 lcl t emu ·hy. 
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• Move the Surface Detail slider toward a rrurumum or mnximum 
preference. This slider affects the level of detail f tJ1 NURB 
surface. Click Apply. 
• Towards the maximum position, the operation will perform 
calculations on smaller portions of the surface resuJting in greater 
detail 
• Towards the mmimum position, the operation will perform 
calculations on larger and fewer portions of the surface. 
This model can now be saved in the IGS format. lose the file and re- pen it again. You 
will see that the implant model will now be in the AD Phu e environment. From thi 
stage, we need to move to constructing patche . Thi feature i only available in the 
Shape Phase. Therefore, Click AD > To Polygon in the menu bar. Then click on the 
Shape Phase icon once again. 
ii) Constructing Patches 
Patches need to be con tructed n the rurface f the model f r u t create 
curves in later step. 
• Click Patche > 011 truct Patches in the menu bar. The on truer 
Patches dialog box pens in the ialog Mana zcr. 
• elect d isir •cl pt ion: 
• 1>tinti:i • V rt Degre • ptimi:1. · pnth tructurc '. 
• implif urve rfe ·t • hum patchc .. 
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• Auto estimate will automatically apply the numb r of 
patches suitable for the model. 
• If Optimize Vertex Degree or Simplify Curves is selected. mer the 
desired value in the Target Patch Count text box. 
• Click Apply to preview the patch structure. 
Figur 2: E ample of Patch d implant model 
• The implant model could als be avcd a a surface m de! after we 
create the urface patche . 
iii) r atin urv • obj • ·t 
rcate b ·cau it i · 11 
The e ut . will tr in fc rm d 
imp 1 I mt f tlo c in the iuiu module. 
nt ~ nl d, t ) on th· Rhin · ·r 
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platform for the implant to be fitted on the bone specimen. he reate uv 
Object operation creates a curve model based on the (designated) curves fa 
model. This operation exists in both Point and Polygon Phase. Ther fore w 
must transition again to Polygon Phase (by clicking on the Polygon Phase icon 
• Choose the "Convert to Curve Model" radio button to enable 
the transition. 
• Click Curves > Create Curve Object in the menu bar. The 
Create Curve Object dialog box opens in the Dialog 
Manager. 
• Select the desired c ntr 1 p int lay ut fr m the ontrol P int 
Layout text box. 
• If you select the Adnptiv opti n, enter a value in the 
Maximum ontrol Points and ontrol Points Spacing text 
boxes. 
• If you select the Tolerance-ha ed pti n, enter a value in the 
Error Tolerance text b x. 
• Tf y u elect the on tant option, ent r a value in the ontrol 
Point te t box. 
• ntcr a value in the T en ion to t '. 
• lick t nee •pt th n w ur • m t ·I. 
iv) Anni zin th ' ur ' mod I 
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The curve model can be analyzed in Geomagic to get important srati tics that 
may be applied in other applications if needed. 
• Click Analysis> Analyze urves in the menu bar. 
• The Analyze Curves dialog box opens in the Dialog Manager and the 
statistics are displayed. 
Phase 4 : Transformation and Fitting 
After being resurfaced in the previous module, the metal femoral implant component can 
now be exported from Geomagic to the Rhinocero platform. The main objective of the 
transformation module is to achieve fitting f the implant to the femur condyle. 
The steps taken in this module are a follow : 
i) Opening and Importing Images 
• Open the file bonel.igs. 
• When it is displayed in the view p ile >Import and el· t the 
file bone2.ig . It will aut matically merge with b ne l.i l to c nstruct a 
c mplctc femur ne tructure. 
• Next imp rt the implant m d I (in cur f rmat). 
• We can al u c the urface m del bone t t h tlf. ti bun • I t h t1f., ti - - - - 
and impl mt model in urf ice form •. 11 w r ALL model. mu t b Ill 
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ii) Alignment of models 
Both the bone and implant models are aligned together usin the differ ut 
view ports in Rhinoceros. ft is best to give priority to the ide view a it will 
be easier for us to compare the curved part of the bone with the implant 
structure. This is because the curved front part is the most important feature to 
be considered. 
• Click View > Zoom > Extents All to get the centralized view of the 
objects in all view ports. 
• Use the Right-Click mouse button to move the planes. 
• Use the Left- lick mou e button t elect bject . 
• If the curves/ urfaces are considered as single bject each, we can • oup 
them together to implify and facilitate our work. elect all the 
surfaces/curves then click the Gr up icon ~I . You can ungr up by 
clicking IS] l . 
• Select object and left-click to drag it vertically r horizontally. reefonn 
drag can be done by imultaneou ly pre sin' the shift button and left-ctick 
mouse. 
iii) Object Transformation 
a) Bend 
• elect the bject '. 
pr mpt h ose th tin,it endp int of a 
tin . r pr s 11ti11 th ri~ in 11 mi nl uion r the ( bj . ·t. 
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• To bend the entire object, place the point ut ide the bj t. 
• At the End of spine prompt, choose die econd endpoint of 
the line. 
• At the Point to bend through ( Copy=Yes 
StraightEnd=No) prompt, choose the amount of bend. 
• The bend only applies to the points of objects that are 
inside of that axis. If you make an axis that is smaJJer than 
an object, you wil I only bend that part of the object. 
• Bend moves the control points of objects. You have to 
construct your object with a lot of control points so that it 
will bend properly. 
• Note : You can't bend a p lysurface, only contr I point • 
curves, urf ace , and mes he . 
b) Flow objects along curve 
• This function is u eful to bend an object to confi zure it t 
the curve of another bject, thu irnplify fitting. 
• Select the object . 
• At the riginal backb ne cur e - le t near end 
py-No ine ) pr mpt select the " ackb ne" curv f 
• Y u mi ht want a line t b on' f th bnc b nc . Instead 
f drav in a lino b for' the · mmand type I 111d pre ·s 
Fnt r tc dt \W th r forcu · lin . 
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• At the New backbone curve - select near end ( 
Line ) prompt, select the new backbone curv t t . 
This curve will be used as a new backbone. The bj cts are 
twisted from the first backbone's hape int the second 
backbone's shape. 
c) Mirror 
• If the objects are placed in different directions to each 
other, we can transform it to the opposite direction by using 
the Mirror function. 
• Select object. 
• Then choo e Mirror from the Transform menu. 
• At the tart of mirr r plane ( opy=Yes ) prompt, choose a 
point n the mirr r plane. 
• At the nd of mirr r plane ( p Yes ) pr mpl, cho se a 
second point to define the mirr r plane. A y um ve the 
cursor Rhin previews the 1 cati n fi r the mirrored 
objects. The tw p int p cify a mirr r plane 
perpendicular t the c n truction plane. 
iv) eating the implant 
Th difference b stwcco the h riz utal dimeusi n f the iunc .11 ·a ·c f th· 
implant and the U(Cf tructur ){' th iond IC 'c)ll t me I. \II' •d afi 'I' both 
th r. 
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Figure 3: Meo uring the horizontal dimen io 
Example: Horizontal dimension (in mm): 
Implant: 43.13 
Bone: 64.20 
From the e rnea ur mcnt , we are able t btain the scaling factor fr m a 
simple calculation. 
B p ercenta c.l f ditfcrenc • x 
Implant 
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( 64.20 - 43.13) x 100 = 48.85 
43.13 
Therefore, the scale factor is 1.48. 
The clearance value can be measured by using vertical dimension function. From the 
example below, it is shown that the clearance value between the two objects is 4.68 
mm. 
fit Cdt \'low eu .. i..1..- 5old T1nl«m ,..., ~ *Wr• P- ~ 
0111\ensionloclloon(VlftlCGI Hoozonlal) ·~···~·"~~~ 1J 
t.4 w j Cl ~Ill [3' ~ IQ n "' ~ tF> fD bl '.P: 0 P EE • 
~1·  
f.:j 
0$ 
t:'-' CJ 
0) 
~'i~----""' 
16) 
t::I ll:I 
1~(.. 
cfi 
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v) Test the fitting again in Geomagic 
The fitting done in Rhinoceros can tested again using the Geomagic platform. 
The improvised implant model can be imported in Geomagic and fitted to the 
bone model using the Best Fit Alignment function. 
Note that the bone model files cannot be read in Geomagic. Therefore we 
must export it to a format that is compatible with Geomagic using 
Rhinoceros. 
• Choose the bone model, and click Export Selected from the File 
menu. 
• Give a new name to the file and ave it as JD tudio (. *Jd ). 
• We may now open the file in eomagic. 
The fitting proce s is as fi ll ws: 
• The easie t method is to u e the Align Objects tool. It align a 
model to another model based on three selection points. This to I 
is especially u eful if you are applyin r a template t a m del, he 
three point erve a reference points and make it easy to match 
model up with each other. 
• lick Tools > Align > 1 o Obj t in the menu bar. The Ali n 
bjects dial g b 
• Activ •Obj• t opti n be and 
s I t thr c l ints on the 111 d I. 
• , in th Tnru •t Objc t pti n b and 
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• Click OK to align the The result is shown as in the example bel " . 
Figure 5 : Fitting of model using Best Fit function in umagic 
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5.3 Transformation and Fitting 
After being resurfaced in the previous module, the metal femoral implant comp n ut nn 
now be exported from Geomagic to the Rhinoceros platform. The main objecti e f th 
transformation module is to achieve fitting of the implant to the femur condyle as shown 
below: 
front 
Figure 5.7: How implant i fitted to the femur condyle 
With reference t i rure 5.7, thi i actually an x-ray ima re of a auca ian patient who 
ha underg ne a knee arthr pla ty urgery, H wever, Asian have differing hap f the 
femur c ndyle. he fr nt part fan A ian femur c ndyle i · li rhtly curvier thu bee me 
an ob tacle to achieve a g d fitting a uropean made implant. The femur b ne pccimcn 
from an A iau patient which is us id in this pr [cct i sh wn in Ii rurc .8. 
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